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Conceptual combinations and relational contexts
in free association and in priming in lexical

decision and naming

GAIL McKOON and ROGERRATCLIFF
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois

Words known to have strong associates of a particular relational type were embedded in lists of
other words with relations of the same type or in lists of words with relations of a different type (e.g.
close-far in a list of other opposite pairs or in a list of synonym pairs), In free association, the prob
ability of a response consistent with the relational context was higher than the probability of a re
sponse inconsistent with the context. In lexical decision and naming, significant priming was ob
tained for related pairs of words only when their relation was consistent with the relational context
of the list in which they were embedded. The priming effects were obtained when the stimulus onset
asynchrony between prime and target words was short (250 msec for lexical decision and 300 msec
for naming), indicating that the effects were due to automatic retrieval processes. These findings
point to the importance of the particular relations between words in the retrieval of information from
memory, an aspect of processing overlooked by current memory models.

Earth-sky, man-father, white-snow: These combina
tions of concepts are familiar to us in our real lives and
in our cognitive psychology research. The concepts in
each pair are highly associated to each other, and these
associations are frequently thought ofas fixed combina
tions of concepts without any attention given to the rela
tions that hold the combinations together. However, the
relations between the concepts in each pair are quite dif
ferent: earth and sky are opposites on a salient dimension
of meaningJather is a member of the category of man,
and white describes snow. In this article, we present data
to show that the different relations between concepts can
be critically important to the cognitive processes that
work with combinations of concepts, and we suggest that
the ways in which concepts combine are more flexible
than previously believed.

Early models of semantic memory (Anderson, 1976,
1983; Collins & Loftus, 1975; E. E. Smith, Shoben, &
Rips, 1974) built into their representations of knowledge
fixed relations among concepts. In spreading activation
models, which represented knowledge in terms of net
works ofconnections among concepts, a concept like fa
ther and its category man were hardwired together by a
link between them. Stronger versus weaker associations
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were built into the network by placing strength values on
the connecting links. In feature models, associations were
lists of features-man and father were related because
there was considerable overlap in their lists of features.

The first step in conceiving of the representation of
knowledge as something less than "written in concrete"
was the realization that associations could depend on
context. Roth and Shoben (1983) showed that the most
likely associate to a concept was different in different se
mantic contexts. The most likely animal to be ridden is a
horse, whereas the most likely animal to be milked is a
cow (see also McKoon & Ratcliff, 1989). Newly learned
associations can also be shown to depend on context. Re
trieving the information that the word jam was on a re
cently studied list of words is more likely if retrieval
takes place in the same context as occurred at study (e.g.,
the context traffic vs, strawberry; Light & Carter
Sobell, 1970; see also Tulving & Thomson, 1973).

In this article, we present evidence that the context
sensitivity of information retrieval is not limited to con
cepts but also applies to relations. Unlike the context ef
fects on combinations of concepts that can be described
as effects on some aspect of a concept itself (what kind
ofanimal or what kind ofjam), the context effects on re
lations that we investigate in this article are effects
mainly external to a concept. All the different theoretical
representations of knowledge that have been proposed
include ways of expressing relations. Semantic network
models encode relations as labels on the links between
concepts. Propositional models encode relations as the
lead elements ofpropositions. Feature models encode re-
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lations as features. But when it comes to retrieval of in
formation from the knowledge representation system,
the relations are, for the most part, ignored by the mod
els. For example, spreading activation network models
assume that activation spreads down all pathways until
an intersection of activation between two concepts is
found; then the pathway becomes available for evalua
tion. Anderson (1976, p. 154) reported a number of ex
periments in which the variable of interest was whether
items were linked with different relations or with the
same relation; he argued from the results of the experi
ments that the spread ofactivation is independent ofwhat
kind ofrelational label is on the links and concluded that
the human system does not take advantage of the infor
mation offered by the relations among concepts in the
rapid, spreading activation phase of retrieval. Similarly,
retrieval of information from propositional representa
tions is hypothesized to proceed in the same way whether
it is based on relations or concepts (Kintsch, 1988).

The impetus for the studies reported in this article came
out of the debate between McNamara (1992a, 1992b,
1994) and us (McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992; Ratcliff &
McKoon, 1988, 1994, in press) about compound cue ver
sus spreading activation models of retrieval. In that de
bate, the probabilities with which associates are pro
duced in free association were used to determine the
chains of associations that link concepts in memory and
how strong the individual links are in the chains. Our
question was: Does free association measure the struc
ture of memory independent of context or is it context
dependent? Some indication that free associations may
be context dependent can be found in early experiments
described by Woodworth (1938, chap. 30). He discusses
experiments in which subjects were given an experi
menter defined "set" in advance of generating associ
ates. Specifically, the subjects were given a relationship,
such as "part-whole" or "coordinate," and then, for each
ofa list of single words, an associate was to be produced
that formed the given relationship (e.g., for an associate
ofjoot to form the part-whole relation, body would be a
possible response). The time required to generate a re
sponse decreased through the list, suggesting that the re
lational context affected the process of generating asso
ciates. It was concluded that this kind of result made it
impossible to accept any theory of thinking based purely
on the concept ofassociation (Woodworth, 1938, p. 791).

Our first experiment was designed to manipulate set
(which we call relational context) by the other free asso
ciation responses in a list rather than by a specific in
struction about the required relation for words that were
to be generated. Subjects were given a list of stimulus
words and asked to produce one free associate to each
word. All the words of a list had as a high associate a
word of a specific relation. For example, in an "oppo
site" list, all the stimulus words had a word opposite in
meaning as a high associate. Some of the stimulus words
in a list were fillers, and each of these had a single high
associate of the relation specified for the list. Others of
the stimulus words in a list were those of experimental
interest. These were selected so as to have two high as
sociates, each related in a different way. We hypothe
sized that list context would affect which of the two as
sociates was produced. For instance, animal has the two
associates vegetable and dog; the former might be more
likely produced as an associate in a list for which most
associates were opposites, and the latter might be more
likely produced as an associate in a list for which most
associates were members of the stimulus category. The
data from Experiment 1 confirmed this hypothesis, show
ing that free association responses cannot be used to di
rectly measure structures in memory because they are
subject to context effects. This finding also motivated
further experiments to examine whether relational con
text can affect fast automatic retrieval processes in lexi
cal decision and naming latency paradigms.

EXPERIMENT}
Free Association

Method
Materials. Stimuli were chosen to have at least two highly likely re

sponses in free association. Some ofthe stimuli were chosen from pub
lished norms (e.g., Palermo & Jenkins, 1964; Postman & Keppel,
1970), and others were chosen by intuition. For each stimulus. one of
the likely responses was associated to it by one of the relations shown
in Table I and the other response(s) was associated to it by another of
the relations shown in the table or some other relation not shown in
Table I. The relations between stimulus and response shown in Table I
were defined as follows: two words that are opposite on some salient
dimension of meaning; two words that are highly synonymous in
meaning; a category word and a member ofthat category; a member of
a category and its category word; an adjective describing a noun; a
noun that typically performs some verb action; (e.g., lion-roar); a noun
described by some adjective (e.g., grass-green; and two members of
the same category. Examples are shown in Table 2. In addition to these

Table 1
Stimuli and Responses in Experiment 1

Response Probability Response Probability
Number of Number of for Associate in for Associate in

List Relation Items Scored Filler Items Appropriate List Inappropriate List

I Opposite 24 45 .345 .195
2 Synonym 14 13 .310 .185
3 Category-Member II 26 .538 .262
4 Member-Category 10 08 .119 .042
5 Adjective-Noun 06 01 .609 .369
6 Noun-Verb 06 09 .269 .269
7 Noun-Adjective 10 00 .468 .346
8 2 Category-Members 18 02 .344 .253
9 Variable 34 00
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Table 2
Data From Experiments 2 and 4

Experiment 2 Experiment 4 Experiment 2 Experiment 4

RT ER (%) NL RT ER (%) NL

Opposites (close-far's Synonyms (close-near)
Opposite list 532 2.5 468 Synonym list 532 0.8 457
Synonym list 574 2.5 463 Opposite list 565 4.2 467
Unprimed 576 3.3 475 Unprimed 586 1.6 466

Opposites (soft-hardi Adjective-Noun (soji-pillow)
Opposite list 512 0.8 445 Adjective-noun list 544 0.8 454
Adjective-noun list 555 3.3 458 Opposite list 542 0.0 479
Unprimed 587 4.2 469 Unprimed 524 0.8 464

Opposites (animal-vegetahle) Category-Member (animal-dog)
Opposite list 533 2.5 454 Category-member list 535 3.3 469
Category-member list 559 0.8 474 Opposite list 533 3.3 473
Unprimed 555 5.0 481 Unprimed 567 3.3 463

2 Category-Member (red-green) Member-Category (red-color)
2 Category-member list 515 0.0 462 Member-category list 532 1.6 470
Member-category list 552 1.6 457 2 Category-member list 563 0.0 477
Unprimed 543 1.6 476 Unprimed 564 0.8 477

Note-RT, lexical decision response time in milliseconds; ER, lexical decision error rate; NL, naming latency in milliseconds.

stimuli that were used for the experimental design, there were also
filler stimuli, each of which had one highly likely response that was re
lated to it by one of the relations shown in Table I.

Eight lists of stimuli were constructed such that each list established
one of the relational contexts shown in Table I. In each list, all of the
stimuli had likely responses that fit the list context. For example, for
all of the stimuli in List I, an opposite was a likely response; for all of
the stimuli in List 3 (all names of categories), a member of their cate
gory was a likely response. The stimuli with two highly likely re
sponses were each placed in two of the lists, one list matching the re
lation of one of the responses and the other list matching the relation
of the other response. For example, the stimulus animal was placed in
the opposite list (List I) and in the category-member list (List 3), be
cause two likely responses are vegetable and dog. Another example is
appear; it was placed in the opposite list (for the response disappear)
and in the synonym list (for the response see). For some of the stimuli,
the second likely response did not correspond to any of the relations
listed in Table I; these stimuli were placed in the ninth list together, and
this list had no definable overall relational context. Five of the stimuli
had three or four likely responses, and they were placed in the appro
priate number of lists (three or four). Most of the lists also included
filler stimuli to help establish the list's relational context. The number
of stimuli used in the experimental design is shown in Table I in the
column labeled the "Number of Items Scored." The number of filler
stimuli for each list is also shown in Table I. For some of the relational
contexts, we could not find good filler stimuli (e.g., noun-adjective).
Therefore, the context of the list was probably not established for the
first few items in the list, so scoring these items probably somewhat re
duced the observed relational context effect.

Procedure, Subjects, and Design. The nine lists were printed as nine
booklets, and either 25 or 26 subjects were tested with each booklet.
Each stimulus word was printed beside a blank line. The order of the
stimuli was random except that if there were filler items in the book
let, more of them were placed at the beginning of the booklet. The sub
jects were instructed to write one response only for each stimulus and
to write the first response that came to mind, proceeding through the
booklet as quickly as possible. No word appeared in a booklet more
than once. In all of the experiments reported here, the subjects were
students participating for credit in an introductory psychology course.

Results
For each item, the probabilities were calculated that a re

sponse of one kind of relation would be given in the rela
tionally appropriate list and that a response of the same
kind of relation would be given in a relationally inappro
priate list. For example, for animal, the probability that an

opposite (vegetable) was given as a response was calculated
for the opposite list (List I) and for the category- member
list (List 3). Similarly, the probability that a member of the
category animal (e.g., dog) was given as a response was cal
culated for the category-member list and the opposite list.
Any response word ofthe scored category was counted into
the calculation ofprobability (for example, all kinds ofan
imals were counted as members of the animal category).
The means of these probabilities are shown in Table 1.

The data show a relational context effect. For every
kind ofrelation except noun-verb, the probability ofgiv
ing a response of a particular relational association was
larger if the responses to the other items in the list re
flected the same relational association. For example, op
posite responses were given with probability .345 in the
opposite list, but they were given with only probability
.195 in other kinds of lists. Across the 133 stimuli that
were scored, 81% of them showed a relational context
effect, an effect significant by sign test (z = 7.20).

EXPE~ENTS2AND3

Lexical Decision

Because current models of retrieval from memory
place little emphasis on the involvement of the particu
lar relations between words in retrieval processes, there
has been little empirical research on this issue. What
work has been done has involved slow decision pro
cesses, likely to involve conscious processing, Neely's
(1977) original investigation of relations in semantic
memory found that subjects required considerable time
to switch to the relation defined by instructions as cor
rect. Other experimenters have found significant effects
of the proportions of different kinds of pairs of words in
a list, but only when the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA)
between the first and the second word ofa pair was quite
long (e.g., I ,000 msec; Becker, 1980; den Heyer, Briand,
& Smith, 1985; Neely, Keefe, & Ross, 1989; see Neely,
1991, for a review).
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The free association responses obtained in Experi
ment 1 could also be the result of conscious processes.
The subjects might have noticed that the stimulus words
of a list had mostly words of a particular relation as re
sponses, and so might have adopted a strategy ofmaking
their responses conform. To examine context effects on
fast automatic components ofretrieval (as in ACT*, An
derson, 1983; the global memory models, Gillund &
Shiffrin, 1984, Hintzrnan, 1988, and Murdock, 1982; the
context-integration model, Kintsch, 1988; the compound
cue model, Ratliff& McKoon, 1988), Experiment 2 used
a lexical decision priming procedure. The prime word of
a pair (e.g., animal) was presented for only 250 msec.
Then, the target word of the pair (e.g., vegetable) was im
mediately presented for a lexical decision. With only
250 msec between prime and target, and with fast re
sponses to the target, retrieval processes can be labeled
"automatic" in the Posner and Snyder (1975) sense of
automatic (see also Neely, 1977; Ratcliff & McKoon,
1981), and they are the processes modeled by current re
trieval theories. List context was manipulated by testing
a prime-target pair either in a list in which almost all the
other pairs had the same relation as itself or in a list in
which almost all the others had some other relation. For
example, analogously to Experiment 1, animal-vegetable
was tested either in a list of mostly other opposite pairs
or in a list ofmostly category-member pairs. The goal of
Experiment 2 was to show differential priming as a func
tion of list context. Experiment 3 checked that the dif
ferences in priming obtained in Experiment 2 were in
deed due to the context of a list as a whole and not
merely to the immediate context of one pair to the next
within a list.

Method
Materials. Four sets of ]2 triples each were constructed; examples

are shown in Table 2. Each triple was made up ofa prime and two tar
gets. The two targets were highly associated to the prime in that they
were frequently given as responses to the prime in Experiment I. In the
first set of triples, the three words ofa triple were a prime, a target with
opposite meaning from the prime, and a target with about the same
meaning as the prime. In the second set, the prime was an adjective,
one target was an opposite of the prime, and the other target was a noun
that the adjective could describe. In the third set, one target was an op
posite of the prime and the other was a member of the category of the
prime. In the fourth set, one target was a member of the same category
as the prime and the other target was a category of which the prime was
a member. The two members of the same category were words often
contrasted as opposites (e.g., sweet and sour). All four sets of triples
are given in the Appendix.

There were also sets of filler pairs of words: 60 opposite pairs, 20
synonym pairs, 20 adjective-noun pairs, 20 category name-category
member pairs (e.g., cereal-oatmeal), 20 pairs of words from the same
category (e.g., walnuts-pecans), and 20 category member-category
name pairs (e.g., silk-fabric). The two words ofa pair were highly as
sociated in that the second word was frequently given in response to the
first in Experiment 1. There were also a pool of ] ,557 single filler
words to be used as primes for nonwords and a pool of 657 nonwords.

Procedure. Stimuli were presented on the screen ofa PC computer,
and responses were collected from keys on the computer's keyboard.
The experiment began with a list of] 2 prime-target pairs presented for
practice at using the response keys (for the pairs in this list in which
both prime and target were words, the two words were opposites of
each other). Then, there were eight lists for the experiment proper, each

list containing 40 pairs. Each list began with an instruction displayed
on the PC screen to "press the space bar" to begin the list. For each pair,
the prime was displayed for 250 msec, then the screen was erased and
the target was immediately displayed one line below where the prime
had been displayed. The target remained on the screen until the subject
pressed a response key, the ?/ key for "word" and the Z key for "non
word." After the response, the screen was erased, there was a 250 rnsec
pause, and then the prime of the next pair was displayed. The subjects
were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible.

Design and Subjects. In Experiment 2, prime-target pairs were
tested either in a list context of pairs with the same relation as them
selves or in a list context of pairs of some other relation (or in an "un
primed" condition, see below). For each of the four sets of triples, there
were two possible list contexts, representing the relations between the
prime and its two possible targets. For example, across four of the con
ditions of the experiment, the prime close was tested with the targetfar
in a relationally appropriate opposite list and in a relationally inappro
priate synonym list, and it was tested with the target near in a rela
tionally appropriate synonym list and in a relationally inappropriate
opposite list.

For each triple in each of the four sets, there was a total of six con
ditions. Each of the two targets for a prime could appear either in the
list for which the relation matched (e.g., an opposite prime-target pair
in an opposite list context) or in the list for which the relation did not
match (e.g., an opposite pair in a synonym context), or each of the tar
gets could appear in the "unprimed" condition-that is, with a prime
from some other triple (chosen randomly). For half of the subjects. an
unprimed target appeared in one of the two possible list contexts for its
triple; for the other halfof the subjects, it appeared in the other list con
text. The six conditions for each triple were crossed in a Latin square
design with groups of triples (two triples per group, with each of the
four sets of triples having six groups) and groups of subjects (10 per
group). There were 60 subjects in Experiment 2.

Each of the eight lists instantiated a context for one prime-target re
lation (see Table 2). Three lists established an opposite context, one list
a synonym context, one list a member-category context, one list a cat
egory-member context, one list a context of two members of the same
category, and one list an adjective-noun context. The eight lists were
presented in random order. The 40 pairs of each list were made up of
20 filler pairs that established the list context (e.g., the filler primes and
targets were all opposites of each other), 6 pairs for the experimental
design (2 pairs that matched the list context, 2 pairs that did not match
the context, and 2 unprimed pairs), and 14 pairs for which the prime
was a word and the target was a nonword. The 2 pairs that matched the
list context were presented in List Positions 9 and 29, the 2 pairs that
did not match the context were presented in Positions 12 and 32. and
the 2 unprimed pairs were presented in Positions 20 and 40. Each of
these 6 pairs was immediately preceded in the list by a filler pair of
words (for which the relation between prime and target always matched
the list context). The remaining pairs were positioned randomly in the
list, with a new randomization chosen for each second subject. No
prime or target was presented more than once.

The design of Experiment 3 was the same as that of Experiment 2,
except that when each prime-target pair appeared in a list context of a
relation different from itself, it was preceded by one filler pair of the
same relation as itself. So, although the list context as a whole did not
match the prime-target pair, the context of the immediately preceding
pair did match. There were 36 subjects in Experiment 3.

Results
Mean response times and error rates were calculated

for each subject and each target in each condition; for Ex
periment 2, these are shown in Table 2. Filler word re
sponse times averaged 536 msec (2.6% errors), and non
word response times averaged 641 msec (11.3% errors).
There were no significant differences in error rates among
any of the experimental conditions shown in Table 2.
There was also no significant change in response times
for filler words as a function of the test positions around



the critical target positions (fillers around targets in Po
sitions 9, 12,20,29,32, and 40, Fs < 0.00), indicating
that any differences among target response times in the
different experimental conditions were not due to posi
tion in the test list.

As can be seen in Table 2, for most of the kinds of re
lations, there was a list context effect: response times
were speeded when a pair was tested in a list context of
other pairs of the same relation as itself relative to a list
context of pairs ofa different relation. For example, op
posites in an opposite list had faster response times than
did opposites in a synonym list. The standard deviation
of the means in the table is 15 msec, and this variability
is apparent across the eight sets of means in the table.

For statistical analyses, we combined all the different
prime-target relations together; the mean response time
for pairs tested in the same list context as themselves was
529 rnsec, the mean for pairs tested in a different list con
text was 556 msec, and the mean for unprimed items was
563 msec. These means were significantly different from
each other [F(2,118) = 10.6], with a standard error of
5 msec. A planned test showed that the same list context
mean was different from the different list context mean
[F( 1,118) = 12.6]. There was little difference between the
different list context mean and the unprimed mean, indi
cating that there was neither significant priming nor sig
nificant inhibition with a mismatching relational context.

Experiment 3 was the same as Experiment 2, except
that when each prime-target pair appeared in a list con
text ofa relation different from itself, it was preceded by
a filler pair of the same relation as itself. In general, the
data of Experiment 3 showed the same effects as did
those of Experiment 2. The overall mean response time
for pairs tested in the same list context as themselves was
550 rnsec, the mean for pairs tested in a different context
was 586 msec, and the mean for unprimed pairs was
585 msec. These means were significantly different from
each other [F(2,70) = 4.6], with a standard error of
10 msec. This result indicates that the list context effect
on response times is attributable to the list context as a
whole, not to the relationship for a single pair preceding
the target pair (i.e., not to a compound of the preceding
relation with the currently tested relation). Correct re
sponses on positive filler items averaged 578 msec (2.4%
errors), and correct responses on negative filler items av
eraged 695 msec (10.3% errors).

Discussion
The results of Experiments 2 and 3 show that the priming effect for

a pair of associated words is influenced by relational context: If the re
lation between the prime and target is the same as the relation between
other primes and targets in the list, priming is obtained. If the relation
is not the same, the priming effect is diminished to insignificance. Be
cause the SOA between prime and target was short, the observed prim
ing effects are assumed to be the result of automatic retrieval pro
cesses. The conclusion, therefore, is that automatic retrieval is affected
by relational context. How this effect might be understood in terms of
current retrieval models is considered in the General Discussion.

The effect is reminiscent of other "set" effects on lexical decision
processes. For example. Smith and colleagues found that priming be
tween close associates is reduced when only shallow processing is re-
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quired (e.g., leiter search, M. C. Smith, 1979; M. C. Smith, Theodor,
& Franklin. 1983) or when some test items are difficult to see relative
to others (M. C. Smith, Besner, & Miyoshi, 1994). Dagenbach, Carr,
and Wilhelmsen (1989) found that priming was affected by what the
task was in an experiment that preceded the lexical decision experi
ment in which priming was measured. Snow and Neely (1987) found
that priming was decreased by the inclusion into the experiment of
large numbers of pairs for which the prime and target were identical
words. With these set effects. all prime-target pairs were affected,
whatever their conceptual meanings or relational combinations. In con
trast, the context effect observed in the experiments reported here is in
trinsically bound up with meanings and the meaningful relations be
tween words. Whether these two kinds of set effects will eventually be
found to have the same or different loci in the processes of word recog
nition and lexical decision is an open question.

EXPERIMENT 4
Naming Latency

It is often suggested that making a lexical decision dif
fers from simply naming a word in that only lexical de
cisions are subject to context effects (see Balota & Lorch,
1986; Seidenberg, Waters, Sanders, & Langer, 1984).
The idea is that naming does not require the binary de
cision that lexical decision does, and it is only a binary
decision that subjects would attempt to facilitate with
context information (see McNamara & Altarriba, 1988,
and Neely & Keefe, 1989, for discussion of this issue).
However, these considerations, to the extent that they are
valid, may apply only to slower conscious retrieval pro
cesses (see Neely, 1991). If the relational context effect
obtained in Experiments 2 and 3 is the result of fast au
tomatic processing, then it should appear in naming la
tencies as well as in lexical decision response times.

Method
Experiment 4 differed from Experiment 2 in that subjects were asked

to name a target word aloud instead of making a lexical decision re
sponse. Test lists were constructed exactly as for Experiment 2 except
that all prime-nonword pairs were deleted. The timing of presentation
of test items was as follows: a test pair was presented with the prime
displayed for 300 msec, the target was then displayed until a response
(naming the target aloud), and then there was a I-sec pause before the
next prime. Response times were measured with a voice key, and an ex
perimenter sat behind each subject to record incorrect responses. There
were 18 subjects.

Results
Error responses, responses longer than 650 msec

(about 2 standard deviations above the overall mean),
and responses faster than 300 msec were eliminated
from the analyses; altogether, this was about 5% of the
data. As with the lexical decision experiments, the data
showed a list context effect (see Table 2). For pairs tested
in a list context of the same relation as themselves, mean
response time was 458 msec. For pairs tested in a differ
ent list context, the mean was 467 msec. For unprimed
pairs, the mean was 471 msec. The means were signifi
cantly different from each other [F(2,34) = 7.3], with a
standard error of 2.8 msec. The same list context mean
was shown to be different from the different context
mean by planned test [F(l,34) = 4.5].
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The data presented in this article are novel and puzzling for most
current views of memory and retrieval processes. The main result is
that relational context affected lexical decisions and naming responses-
tasks that have been argued to reflect automatic processing. When the
relation between the prime and target ofa test pair matched the list con
text of relations, then the response to the target was facilitated relative
to an unprimed condition. When the relation between the prime and
target did not match the list context, there was no significant facilita
tion. In some way, information about the relation between primes and
targets in a list entered into the decision process. The issue is whether
current classes of models can be modified to deal with this finding.

Spreading Activation Models
In recent implementations of these models, concepts in memory are

represented in a network of nodes, where links between nodes repre
sent relationships. There is no mechanism to have particular kinds of
relations influence the spreading activation process (although the rela
tionallabels are available for later processing after a pathway has been
retrieved). It might be possible to generalize these models by changing
relations from labels on links to nodes in the network. Animal and veg
etable would be nodes, and the relation "opposite" would also be a
node connecting them. This would result in thousands of opposite
nodes connecting all the opposite concepts in memory. Alternatively,
there could be only one opposite node for the whole of memory, and
every word that was part of an opposite pair would be connected to it.
Whichever scheme, there would have to be something to show that
man-woman and red-green were opposites, but not man-green. To ac
count for the data from the experiments reported here, activation would
be put into either the single opposite node if there was only one or all
the opposite nodes for all the opposite pairs; this would give opposite
pairs more activation than pairs of words connected by other relations
and so lead to a priming effect relative to unrelated words. There would
also have to be inhibition of activation for pairs of words that were re
lated but not opposites so that they showed no priming relative to un
related words. Most difficult would be coming up with some mecha
nism for suppressing activation when the prime and target of a test pair
were related to each other and both had opposites but they were not op
posites of each other (e.g., boy-uncle). We would expect these pairs not
to show priming in an opposite list context. Perhaps the only feasible
solution would be the use of higher order units that encoded the whole
constellations of components including both words and relationships.
But any such model would be quite different from the current seman
tic network models.

Compound Cue Models
These models were developed from the global memory models to

account for priming effects in lexical decision and recognition (and
Masson, 1995, has applied a compound-cue-like mechanism to nam
ing, an issue also discussed by Ratcliff & McKoon, 1994). Memory is
assumed to represent the strengths between words as cues to memory
and their images in memory. Retrieval is a match process by which
cues to memory are matched against all items in memory, and an over
all value of familiarity is calculated; if the value is above some crite
rion, a positive response is indicated, and if it is below the criterion, a
negative response is indicated. For priming, the cue to memory is as
sumed to be a multiplicative compound of the prime word (or, some
times, more than one prime word, depending on experimental proce
dures), the target word, and the context in which they are tested (see
Dosher & Rosedale, 1989; Ratcliff & McKoon, 1988). Compound cue
models have not been applied to complex representational issues.
However, it is useful here to show how a model with limited represen
tational capabilities might attempt to deal with relational context ef
fects. First, every word that has a strongly associated relation to an
other word would have to have a high value of strength for that
relational context; animal and vegetable would both have high values
of "opposite context" strength. However, relational context strengths
plus pairwise associations would not be enough, because of the prob
lem pointed out above; even though the words of a pair such as
boy-uncle are both opposites of some other word and they are related

to each other, no priming would be expected between them in an oppo
site context. What is needed is for the pair ofwords to share the same cor
rect context: essentially triples are required (e.g., boy-opposite-girl).
Dosher and Rosedale (1989) have investigated newly learned triples and
argued that a slightly modified version ofTODAM (Murdock, 1982) can
successfully account for their processing. However, an additional prob
lem is that, to account for the data presented here, the appropriate rela
tion must be induced by list context, and the compound cue models have
no obvious way to implement this.

The data presented in this article challenge existing models of se
mantic representation and process. Previous work has shown that the
retrieval of information about the combination ofa pair ofwords is de
termined not just by the words of the combination but also by the se
mantic context in which the combination is presented. We have shown
that the retrieved information is also controlled by the relational con
text in which the combination is presented. The models that are com
monly used to explain priming effects must now explain relational
context effects, and this is complicated because triple associations, not
just pairwise associations, are needed. In sum, the models must address
the "set" effects that were so important to early research on thinking
(Woodworth, 1938).
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APPENDIX
Experimental Stimuli

OPPOSITES

appear-disappear
kind-mean
close-far
large-small
sickness-health
numbers-letters
joy-sorrow
mountain-valley
earth-sky
broad-narrow
quick-slow
bitter-sweet

OPPOSITES

fruit-vegetable
flower-weed
animal-mineral
man-woman
liquid-solid
meat-vegetable
boat-plane
drink-eat
fish-fowl
soldier-sailor
food-drink
doctor-nurse

SYNONYMS

appear-see
kind-nice
close-near
large-big
sickness-illness
numbers-digits
joy-happiness
mountain-hill
earth-ground
broad-wide
quick-fast
bitter-sour

MEMBER OF
CATEGORY

fruit-apple
flower-rose
animal-dog
man-father
liquid-water
meat-beef
boat-yacht
drink-water
fish-trout
soldier-captain
food-bread
doctor-surgeon

OPPOSITES

beautiful-ugly
cold-hot
door-window
dark-light
loud-soft
soft-hard
sour-sweet
sweet-sour
white-black
deep-shallow
heavy-light
blue-red

2 MEMBERS OF
CATEGORY

sweet-sour
table-chair
apple-orange
red-green
snake-lizard
cabbage-lettuce
square-round
lion-tiger
hammer-saw
cake-pie
car-truck
salt-pepper

ADJECTIVES

beautiful-girl
cold-snow
door-knob
dark-night
loud-noise
soft-pillow
sour-lemon
sweet-candy
white-snow
deep-sea
heavy-weight
blue-sky

MEMBER OF
CATEGORY

sweet-taste
table-furniture
apple-fruit
red-color
snake-reptile
cabbage-vegetable
square-shape
lion-animal
hammer-tool
cake-dessert
car-vehicle
salt-seasoning
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